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What If I Do
Foo Fighters

----------------------------------------------------------------
                    WHAT IF I Do - Foo Fighters
----------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Rachael Morgan
Email: rachy_roo@hotmail.com

I didn t put any rhythm patterns on the chords because I figured they are easy
enough to
pick up from listening to the song. I also didn t put the second guitar s part.
If you
have any comments or suggestions, email me. Happy playing!

Tuning: Standard

Chords Used

    C#9   B   Bbm   A   C#    G#    F#
e---3----6----5----4----3----3----1
B---3----6----5----4----5----3----1
G---0----7----5----5----5----4----2
D---2----8----7----6----5----5----3
A---3----8----7----6----3----5----3
E---x----6----5----4----x----3----1

[Intro / Verse:]

e-------------------------------------------------------3â€”-3-3--3-3-3--|
B-------------------------------------------------------3--3-3--3-3-3--|
G------2-----4-----0-----2-----4-----2-----0-------0----0--0-0--0-0-0--|
D---------------------------------------------0h2-------2--2-2--2-2-2--|
A---3-----3-----3-----3-----3-----3-----3---------------3--3-3--3-3-3--|
E-------------------------------------------------------x--x-x--x-x-x--|

[INTRO] (play Intro / Verse twice)

[VERSE 1] (play Intro / Verse four times)

Back and forth that voice of yours
that keeps me up at night
Help me search to find the words
that eat you up inside
I go side to side like the wildest tides in your hurricane
and I only hide what is on my mind because I can t explain

[Chorus]

          B                 Bbm



What if I do, lord, what if I don t
             A                      C#
I d have to lose everything just to find you
          B                 Bbm
What if I do, lord, what if I don t
             A                      C#
I d have to lose everything just to find you

[VERSE 2] (play Intro / Verse four times)

It s my turn this soul won t burn
so throw me in the fire
Trophies earned and lessons learned
wicked little lies
We could pave new roads with the cold gravestones
wind them through the pines
Should I stay or should I go alone
I cannot decide

[Chorus]

          B                 Bbm
What if I do, lord, what if I don t
             A                      C#
I d have to lose everything just to find you
          B                 Bbm
What if I do, lord, what if I don t
             A                      C#
I d have to lose everything just to find you

[Bridge]

C#         G#   F#
Carolina, Caroline
C#         G#   F#
Carolina, Caroline

SOLO (play intro twice)

[Chorus]

          B                 Bbm
What if I do, lord, what if I don t
             A                      C#
I d have to lose everything just to find you
          B                 Bbm
What if I do, lord, what if I don t
             A                      C#
I d have to lose everything just to find you
 
[Outro]

C#         G#   F#



Carolina, Caroline
C#         G#   F#
Carolina, Caroline
C#         G#   F#
Carolina, Caroline
C#         G#   F#
Carolina, Caroline

************************************

| x  Dead note
| h  Hammer-on

************************************


